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Redwood City, CA—June 16, 2003—Questra Corp. announced today that it has forged a
strategic partnership with HCL Technologies (HCL Tech), a leading global IT services
company, to provide implementation support for customer projects. Questra recently
launched the Questra Smart Service Certified Engineer program, which trains and
certifies development engineers to implement Questra’s industry-leading intelligent
device management (IDM) software.
The partner certification program is a response to accelerated growth in the Questra
customer base. The company is seeing accelerated growth and acceptance in medical
equipment, power generation, and imaging market segments. A growing number of
equipment manufacturers including Diagnostic Products Corp., Eaton Corp.’s CutlerHammer business, Swissray International, and eBidenergy use Questra remote
diagnostic and monitoring applications to collect data from medical instruments, power
generation equipment, and other remote devices. Questra IDM software improves
equipment uptimes and customer satisfaction while reducing the cost of service.
HCL Tech is developing a practice group focused on upcoming implementation projects
in Japan and the U.S. HCL Tech engineers have gained hands-on experience and
certification on both the device-side and server-side elements of the Questra Smart
Service Solution™ product family, as well as with the patent-pending Questra
SecureLink™ security technology.
“HCL Tech is an excellent partner for a fast-growing company like Questra because we
extend their geographical reach and speed with our prepared, trained engineers. This
partner program allows the Questra team to focus on product development and direct
customer involvement,” said S. Raman, COO, HCL Technologies Ltd.
“IDM software is a bright spot in the enterprise software market, and Questra is taking
careful steps to manage its growth. As a certified engineering partner with global
presence, HCL Tech will leverage our resources as we expand into new geographies,”
said Rajeev Raman, Questra vice president, product development.
About Questra (www.questra.com)
Questra Corporation is an enterprise software company leading the development of
intelligent device management solutions.
The company’s remote diagnostic and
monitoring applications collect data from power generation equipment, medical
instruments, and other remote devices. Equipment manufacturers and their customers
using the Questra Smart Service Solution lower their service costs through reduced
emergency calls, proactive device monitoring and diagnostics, and streamlined
accounting for consumables and usage. Questra is headquartered in Redwood City, CA.
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About HCL Technologies (www.hcltech.com)
HCL Technologies is one of India’s leading global IT services and product engineering
companies, providing value-added, software-led IT solutions and services to large and
medium-scale organizations. Founded in 1991, HCL Technologies focuses on technology
as well as R&D outsourcing, with the objective of working with clients in areas at the
core of their business. HCL Technologies delivers these services through an extensive
offshore software development infrastructure and a vast global marketing network that
enables scalable, flexible and cost-effective delivery. The company’s well defined
business strategy has enabled it to build domain expertise across a host of chosen
verticals including among others banking, funds management, insurance,
petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals, aerospace, automotives, semi-conductors and retail.
As of 31 March 2003, HCL Technologies Limited, along with its subsidiaries, had 8748
employees. The HCL Technologies team today has operations spanning 26 locations in
14 countries — covering over 80% of the world IT market. Together with its knowledge
of embedded systems, core technologies and application development expertise, HCL
Technologies is positioned, as a composite solutions provider equipped to cater to the
entire gamut of IT needs. For more information, visit HCL Technologies at
www.hcltech.com
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